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Practice



DISCIPLINES

 General linguistics
 Formal linguistics

 Functional linguistics

 NLP
 Artificial intelligence
 Computer linguistics
 Corpus linguistics



OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION 

 The Descriptive Revolution

 The Corpus Revolution

 The Digital Revolution
 What now?



1900

2000

The Descriptive Revolution



THE ACADEMIC PRINCIPLE: Normative, educational 

“[I see no room for] … All coarse, plump and horny 
words and words that strive against decency .. for they 
do not need to be known to those who do not pay heed 
to them, and those who want to learn them will get to 
know them anyway”

Dictionary of the Royal Danish Society of Sciences and Letters,  
J. Langebek 1740



THE ACADEMIC PRINCIPLE: Normative, educational 

“… Even the most frequent use of a newly formed 
word, especially in spoken language, does not yield it 
any authority, and proves nothing for its usefulness in 
the pure language and good style, or for its acceptance 
in a dictionary, if it offends an ear cultivated towards 
fine language”

Chr. Molbech, 2. edition 1859



THE ACADEMIC PRINCIPLE: Normative, educational 

“this vulgar tongue ... is threatening to force its way 
into the families .. having collected some of what 
belongs to it, I have, apart from a purely linguistic aim, 
in addition wanted to draw attention to the danger and 
tried to provoke resistance against the same and I 
assume that once people have opened their eyes to the 
indecent crossing of the line, all educated people will 
agree to ban the vulgar tongue from good society and 
leave it to the guttersnipes and the adherents of 
Grundtvig in whose taste it may fall”

V. Kristiansen: Contributions to a Dictionary of the Common Language 
and So-Called Vulgar Tongue, 1866





THE DESCRIPTIVE REVOLUTION 

“First of all, I cannot ask, 
“should this or that word be 
used?”. I ask instead: “is it used 
or has it been in use?” If so, I 
will include the word in so far 
as it falls within the scope of the 
dictionary”

V. Dahlerup, 1907



THE CORPUS REVOLUTION: Data 

► Brown (1960’erne): 1 million

► Press65 (1960’erne): 1 million

► Lancaster/Bergen/Oslo (1970s): 1 million

► COBUILD (1985): 18 million  

► DDO (1990s): 40 million 

► BNC (1990s): 100 million

► DeReKo (2017): 42 billion

► Google Books Corpus (2011): 200+ billion (English)



THE CORPUS REVOLUTION: methods 

► 1960/1970s: concordances

► MI, Church & Hanks, 1989

► c. 1990: annotated corpora (lemmatized, POS-
tagget)

► c. 2000: syntactic markup (lexical profiles)
► pre-processing: overview



THE CORPUS REVOLUTION: methods 

► Sense division

► Lemma selection

► Multi-word expressions: idioms, collocations

► Valency, morfological/syntactic restriction

► Neologisms (words, senses, expressions)

► Domains, language usage

► Examples, quotations



THE CORPUS REVOLUTION: Summary

► Improves the descriptive paradigm
► gradual development, 1900-

► better descriptions  better dictionaries→

► Change of technology
► from support function to pre-processed patterns

► Changed role of lexicographer
► from all-powerful to gate keeper 



THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION 

► 1980s: digitization of SAOB, OED, ..

► 1990s: CD-ROM, PDA

► 2000s
► Online dictionaries

► Smartphones (iPhone: 2007), tablet computers (iPad: 
2010) 







DIGITAL PUBLICATION

http://www.google.dk/url?
sa=i&rct=j&q=den+danske+ordbog+app&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=xV70mbGv
eQv4YM&tbnid=lV3uEbS6fpewYM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fsproget.dk
%2Fnyheder%2Fden-danske-ordbog-som-
app&ei=2Qa3UbzjLsndsgbYq4CoBQ&psig=AFQjCNG5-YSIyw0mNEji3w-
kPl4QB8ZLpA&ust=1371035588473514



THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION 

► Contents and presentation are separated

► New information types: audio pronunciation, real sound, 
video and images

► User involvement: feedback, crowdsourcing, logfiles

► Assistance to learners and insecure spellers: ”Did you 
mean ..”, auto completion

► Hyperlinks: 

► Internal: referrals, show more/less, content

► External: access, link and share with others

► Space economy: abbreviations, tilde, condensed style



THE DIGITAL ERA: What now? 

► Economic crisis: 

► Users are unwilling to pay for online service

► No obvious new business model

► User crisis?

► ”The biggest problem in lexicography is that lexicographic 
products are no longer perceived as relevant for the vast 
majority of people. Most people, in fact, do not use 
dictionaries, and if they need to find help when 
communicating or when looking for data, they simply use the 
Internet instead”        (Simonsen 2017: 419)

  



THE DIGITAL ERA: What now? 

Competition from NLP and language technology

► WordNet, FrameNet, VerbNet, …

► BabelNet, TheFreeDictionary, …

Crowdsourcing, collaborative works

► Wikipedia, Wiktionary, ...



THE DIGITAL ERA: What now? 

Dilemma

► self-containment

► co-operation



DEFINITIONS OF ’kind’

(1) behaving in a way that shows you care about other 
people and want to help them (Macmillan)

(2) generous, helpful, and thinking about other 
people’s feelings (Cambridge English Dictionary)

(3) caring about others; gentle, friendly and generous 
(OALD)

(4) saying or doing things that show that you care 
about other people and want to help them or make 
them happy (LDOCE)



DEFINITIONS

(1)  saying kind things to someone who has problems 
and behaving in a way that shows you care about them 
(LDOCE, sympathetic)

(2) kind, helpful, and sympathetic towards other 
people (Macmillan, caring)

(3) behaving in a pleasant, kind way towards someone 
(Cambridge, friendly)

(4) (of a person) kind, friendly and sympathetic 
(OALD, warm-hearted)



DEFINITIONS: REGULAR POLYSEMY

hospital, school, office, supermarket

(1) a building or room: ‘she went into the office’

(2) the people working there: ‘the hospital decided to 
close the clinic’

(3) an institution or business: ‘the highest-ranking 
schools in the country’



DEFINITIONS: REGULAR POLYSEMY

glass, cup, bottle, bowl, plate

(1) physical object (‘a glass’, ‘a bottle’)

(2) its content (‘they had two glasses and left’)







CONCLUSIONS: WHAT TO DO? 

► Accessibility

► Unique identifiacation

► Data structure

► Consistency



CONCLUSIONS: WHAT TO DO? 

(a) Build a lexical database that is independent of any 
particular end product
(b) Use a standard format to make your data easy to export 
and modify when exchanged with others.
(c) Use ID numbers to uniquely identify the central 
elements of the database, usually the lexical units
(d) Use elements and attributes in the database that could 
be useful for NLP purposes: genus proximum, systematic 
domain assignment, ontological type, super senses, etc.
(e) Use attributes or elements to indicate position or 
relation to external NLP resources: WordNet, FrameNet, 
VerbNet etc.



        Thank you for your attention!
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